
Gift vouchers
Spoilt for choice? Our Good Gifts vouchers are designed for people who 

believe that the fun of choosing should be added to the pleasure of 

receiving. They’re available from £15 to sky’s-the-limit. They’re 

particularly recommended as a way of involving young people. Every 

voucher arrives in an attractive card or you can opt for an e-card.

Allotment for the homeless
Stump up for wellies, tools and seeds so that residents in hostels for the 

homeless can raise fresh vegetables on their allotments; providing fruit 

and veg for the hostel and harvesting self-esteem for themselves. Extra 

produce produces extra money when surpluses are sold at 

pop-up market stalls.

telephone 020 7794 8000 email help@goodgifts.org

A year’s schooling
The value of education is incalculable because it offers the main road out 

of poverty. In Africa, it costs only £30 to educate a child for a year, offering 

limitless possibilities and a better future. 

1839 A year’s schooling £30 

1849 Allotment for the homeless £34 

Goats for Peace
Revolving goats repair the ravages of war. Well-tethered to protect 

local vegetation, families are started courtesy of a  revolving ram. Kids 

go to restock families without goats. For communities slowly rebuilding 

themselves, goats are milk and fertiliser factories, improve local diets 

and help towards self-sufficiency.

1841 Goats for Peace £26 

We will no longer be producing a printed Good Gifts Catalogue. It hasn’t been an easy decision, 
but we felt the environmental damage made it hypocritical to be urging people to save trees, 
reduce plastic, cut waste and combat global warming, whilst we were producing the Catalogue. 
We tried to mitigate the damage by using recyclable materials, but it is not enough. 

We know many of our Good Givers like to browse the Catalogue, so we have created this pdf that 
you can print out. For those that don’t have access to a printer, and friends and relations can’t 
help, the local library will be able to print it out.

Favourite Good Gifts

lots more gifts at www.goodgifts.org



telephone 020 7794 8000 email help@goodgifts.org

A mobile library for Rwanda
The trunk is made of steel to repel rats and termites. It’s 

padlocked to protect around 100 volumes of fiction, non-fiction 

and reference books, the selection is changed each month. It’s 

constantly on the move, trundled to schools in Rwanda. Lack of 

reading material handicaps literacy, limiting the ability to learn. 

1432 Books for a mobile library in Rwanda £45 1244 A mobile library for Rwanda £125

Fish out the plastic
The problem: discarded plastic, particularly fishing nets, kill marine 

life. The Philippines, a paradise for marine diversity, is the third largest 

contributor to dumped plastic. A solution: pay fishermen to recover nets 

from the ocean to be turned into carpet tiles. Fisherfolk can earn 

incomes collecting and the manufacturing provides jobs.

1810 Fish out the plastic £32 

Knit for Peace yarn pack
Treat yourself or a friend to a yarn pack. A perfect gift for a knitter or 

would be knitter, and the funds raised support Knit for Peace’s work 

to help abused women. Average content 15 balls. Average value 

more than £100. (The image is an illustration of a sample yarn pack.)

2015 Knit for Peace yarn pack £28

Medicine to save a life
Nowadays, once-fatal medical conditions can be treated with a 

simple course of medication. However, in vast tracts of the world, 

doctors and health workers are pleading for medicines. Sick people 

arriving at hospitals are sent home, for a lack of drugs, like antibiotics 

or sulphonamides. The average cost of a treatment? £15. And that’s 

the cost of saving a life.

1643 Save a life everyday for a week £95 

Gift of sight
Simple operations can restore the sight of those in the developing world 

suffering from cataract, trachoma and other blinding conditions. 

Restore the sight of 5 people for £100 and you restore their ability to 

work and have a brighter future. Or restore the sight of one child for £30.

1652 Restore the sight of 5 people £100

1454 Gift of sight for a child £30

lots more gifts at www.goodgifts.org

1840 Save a life everyday for a month £420


